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Figure 1: Examples of single and multi-person human pose action sequences generated by our model, MUGL. The user can select from
among a large number of action classes (120). The changing length of dotted line connecting kinematic tree root joints of individuals
in two-person actions indicates change in their relative global positions. Note the distinction from single person actions where individual
frames correspond to timesteps, i.e. global displacements are absent. Also note the variable length of sequences generated. Additional
results in Fig. 3.

Abstract
We introduce MUGL, a novel deep neural model for
large-scale, diverse generation of single and multi-person
pose-based action sequences with locomotion. Our controllable approach enables variable-length generations customizable by action category, across more than 100 categories. To enable intra/inter-category diversity, we model
the latent generative space using a Conditional Gaussian
Mixture Variational Autoencoder. To enable realistic generation of actions involving locomotion, we decouple local
pose and global trajectory components of the action sequence. We incorporate duration-aware feature representations to enable variable-length sequence generation. We
use a hybrid pose sequence representation with 3D pose
sequences sourced from videos and 3D Kinect-based sequences of NTU-RGBD-120. To enable principled comparison of generation quality, we employ suitably modified strong baselines during evaluation. Although smaller
and simpler compared to baselines, MUGL provides better

quality generations, paving the way for practical and controllable large-scale human action generation.

1. Introduction
The ability to synthesize novel and diverse human motion at scale while satisfying structural and kinematic
body constraints has significant applications in animation,
robotics and human-object interaction. Over the years, various approaches have been proposed including physics based
simulation [31], key-framing [23] and data-driven methods [34, 35]. Apart from pixel-based video data, the availability of reliable motion capture systems [39, 20, 9] has enabled pose-based human action synthesis [19, 25, 30]. Unlike videos, pose-based action representations and data have
the significant advantage of decoupling the action-centric
aspects from distracting or privacy-violating aspects (e.g.
entity appearance, background).
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However, pose-based human action synthesis is very
challenging because of spatiotemporal correlation arising
from body joint movement and the inter/intra category variety among actions. The challenge is further amplified by
the presence of multiple actors. Due to the resulting complexity and lack of large-scale datasets [20, 9, 33], many
approaches focus on synthesis of small action sets of fixed
duration and simple, single-person actions [19, 25, 30].
In this backdrop, the availability of the large-scale NTURGBD dataset [27] is a promising development. The
dataset contains 120 diverse single, multi-person activities performed indoors by a large subject pool and captured from multiple viewpoints using Kinect RGBD cameras. However, a fundamental bottleneck exists at the raw
data stage itself. For a number of instances and action
classes (e.g. ‘handshake’, ‘pushing’), the Kinect-based 3D
joint data is temporally incoherent and noisy. Naı̈vely using this data for training would cause generative models
to learn sub-optimal representations and result in unrealistic, poor-quality generations. Given recent advances, utilizing 3D human pose estimated directly from RGB videos is
a promising alternative which addresses some issues mentioned above. Therefore, we source 3D human poses from
RGB videos across all the 120 action classes of the NTURGBD dataset. In doing so, we obtain a large-scale, good
quality hybrid pose sequence representation which inherits advantages of the original viz. access to global trajectory (from Kinect-based sequences), large number of action
classes, diversity in viewpoints and variety in action dynamics. In addition, the controlled indoor setting enables a principled comparison of generative model quality.
Despite the availability of large-scale datasets such as
NTU-RGBD-120, existing approaches have not shown results beyond a small number of categories and single-person
actions [38, 13]. The absence of locomotion with respect to
global frame makes these methods unproductive for actions
such as ‘walking’ or ‘running’. Also, actions involving locomotion and multi-person interaction (e.g. ‘kicking’) cannot be modelled properly. In addition, existing approaches
generate fixed-length sequences causing certain generated
actions (e.g. ‘throw’, ‘salute’, ‘take off headphone’) to appear unnatural.
To address these shortcomings, we propose MUGL, a
novel generative model which enables large-scale diverse
generation of single and multi-person human actions of
variable duration, with locomotion. Notably, we accomplish controllable generation with a single, unified model.
Our contributions are summarized below:
• We propose MUGL, a novel efficient deep network for
large-scale controllable generation of multi-person human action sequences with variability in action duration and with locomotion (Sec. 4).
• We introduce a hybrid pose sequence representa-

tion with 3D pose sequences sourced from videos
and 3D Kinect-based sequences of NTU-RGBD-120
(Sec. 5.1).
• MUGL outperforms strong baselines and generates
visibly more realistic sequences for all 120 categories
of NTU-120 (Sec. 5.4).
Additional details can be found in our project page
skeleton.iiit.ac.in/mugl.

2. Related Work
Action prediction: A small initial action sequence is used
to condition the generation of the full version in action prediction task. One set of approaches employ a sequence-tosequence paradigm to predict joints [11, 6] or joint velocities [29]. Other approaches use adversarial generative models [5, 24] and conditioned autoregressive models [19] to
synthesize human leg motion. Gao et al. [14] also use an autoregressive setup involving disjoint part grouping of skeleton joints. However, they train separate models for each action category. To produce sequences, Battan et al. [6] use a
two stage approach involving sparse and dense motion prediction. In general, however, end-to-end action synthesis is
more challenging due to the absence of input priming used
for action prediction.
Traditional Action Generation: Some early works model
motion sequences as a directed graph of pose subsequences
sampled from motion capture corpus [23, 4, 3]. These
methods are storage-intensive and generalization is limited
to producing memorized sequences. Another set of approaches use Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) [17]
for probabilistic human motion generation [34, 35]. Though
possessing the advantage of learning a probabilistic distribution, these methods involve conditioning on proper
choice of initial state which inhibits scaling to complex,
large number of activities.
Modern Action Generation: Peng et al. [31] use reinforcement learning to create realistic motion clips imitating a broad range including locomotion acrobatics. Peng et
al. [32] further extend the earlier work using deep pose estimation to incorporate publicly available RGB videos. However, these works mainly focus on using a single motion
clip for action sequence generation. Yan et al. [37] propose
to generate the action sequence using a graph convolution
based GAN model with generation conditioned on a latent
vector sampled from a Gaussian process. Yu et al. [38] propose a novel self-attention based GCN method with category conditioning of a GAN network. However, the focus
is on generation of 2-D skeletons and only 10 action categories are considered. Guo et al. [13] propose a conditional
VAE and also use RGB-based skeletons. However, their
generations are confined to a small number of single-person
action categories (13).
In a slightly different paradigm, some approaches use
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natural language action descriptions to condition the generation process. Chaitanya et al. [2]’s approach involves
learning a joint embedding space for both action and language representation. However, the model generates a single sample for a given action description, i.e. stochasticity is
absent. Xiao et al. [26] adopt a similar approach but within a
GAN-based setting which enables stochastic sequence generation. Hyemin et al. [1] propose an attention-based sequence to sequence generator confined to upper body parts.
Action sequence representation: Many methods use joint
3-D positions to represent human skeleton pose [14, 37,
2, 1]. But this representation has a disadvantage of nonconstrained bone length and motion beyond normal articulation range. To utilize the advantage of constrained bone
length, some methods represent pose using joint rotations
expressed as quaternions [30]. The discontinuous nature of
these representations, however, results in sub-optimal pose
embeddings. To overcome this, we employ a continuous
6-D representation for joint rotation (Sec. 3.1).
Action sequence embedding: Since human actions can be
viewed as a sequence of human poses, many approaches [2,
14] use Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN) to obtain action
sequence embeddings. However, RNN-based methods often fail to model temporal structures at multiple scales and
in generating long motion sequences. A recent group of approaches view the action as a spatiotemporal graph and apply graph convolutions to represent the same [38, 37]. However, these methods are computationally expensive, even
for a small number of action classes. We use Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN) in our approach which are
computationally efficient for representing the spatiotemporal structure of the action sequence.
Locomotion: Estimation of locomotion is crucial for tasks
such as multi-person interaction, object interaction, path
planning. Cao et al. [7] use 2D pose histories and a scene
image to plan a path towards reaching each goal. Habibie
et al. [15] propose a VAE conditioned on a user-supplied
control signal (desired trajectory). Similarly Holden et. al.
[18] use a CNN autoencoder to create a low dimension representation and user-provided instructions to edit and synthesize long range motion. These approaches do not allow generation controllable by user at action category level.
Phase functional neural networks [19] use cyclic functions
to compute weights of the network during inference for high
quality, real time character control. These methods are generally confined to only locomotion classes such as walking, running and terrain traversal and are unable to scale to
large number of categories, including non-locomotion action classes.
Overall, unlike our work, existing methods do not cover
a large number of action classes, do not produce variablelength sequences and do not generate multi-person activity
sequences with relative global displacements.

3. Preliminaries
Problem formulation: An action sequence X is associated
with a class label c ∈ C and can involve up to P individuals
for up to T timesteps. Formally, we denote the sequence as
X = {[X (1) , X (2) , . . . X (p) ]t }, 1 6 p 6 P and 1 6 t 6 T .
[X (i) ]t represents the J-joint pose configuration of i -th person at time step t within the global coordinate frame. Note
that the number of people involved in an action (P ) and
number of time steps can vary across action classes. Our
goal is a model which stochastically generates a variable
length action sequence X conditioned on class label c.
In our setting, the number of action classes |C| in NTU
dataset is 120, maximum number of people in actions P is
2, number of joints J is 24 and timesteps T is 64.

3.1. Action Sequence Representation
Apart from actions performed in-place (without locomotion), our dataset includes actions involving locomotion and
relative global motion involving multiple people. To accommodate these kinds of actions, we consider each action
sequence X to have a decoupled global component and a
local component as described below.
Global component (Xg ): This contains global trajectory
sequence of the root node associated with per-timestep
kinematic pose tree on a per-person basis. Instead of
maintaining independent per-person global trajectories, we
model relative displacements of individuals with respect to
the first person (see ‘Global component’ in Fig. 2). Let
the first person’s root node global trajectory be denoted
as G(1) = [g1 , g2 , . . .] where gi ∈ R3 . Let the relative displacement sequence for the j-th person’s root node
(1 < j 6 P ) be D(j) = [d1 , d2 , . . .] where di ∈ R3 . Thus,
the global trajectory for j-th person’s root node is given by
G(j) = G(1) + D(j) . Note that G(1) and D(j) , 1 < j 6 P
together comprise the global component Xg .
Local component (Xl ): This comprises of per-person kinematic pose tree sequences whose per-timestep kinematic
tree root nodes are all considered to be at the global origin (see Fig. 2). Representing the pose tree with local 3D position based joint representations seems a straightforward choice. However, in practice, this generates unnaturallooking motion arising from non-constrained bone length
and joint movement beyond normal articulation range. To
overcome these issues, we use a fixed reference pose and
forward kinematics to model the pose tree’s relative joint
displacements as a rotation matrix. Using the procedure
of Zhou et.al. [40] (purple shaded box in Fig. 2), we
adopt a continuous 6-D representation for the rotation matrix. This choice enables us to bypass restrictive postprocessing required to maintain orthogonality of the usual
3 × 3 joint rotation matrix. Consequently, we model
the local pose sequences comprising the action as Xl =
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{[Xl , Xl , . . . Xl ]t } where [Xl ]t ∈ RJ×6 , i.e. 6D rotation representation of J joints, 1 6 t 6 T . For
sequences with a single person, the reference sequence is
duplicated P times for consistent processing.

4. Our approach (MUGL)
MUGL comprises of three encoder modules to represent
the local component of action sequence, the corresponding
global component and the sequence length. Corresponding
to the these modules, three decoder counterpart modules exist (see Fig. 2). We first provide a brief overview of our
latent generative framework. We subsequently describe the
previously mentioned modules (Sec. 4.2, 4.4) and the associated latent representation (Sec. 4.3).

4.1. Conditional Gaussian Mixture VAE
In a traditional Variational Auto Encoder (VAE)[21] generative model, we maximize the so-called variational lower
bound (ELBO) i.e. L(θ, φ; X ) = Eqφ (z|X ) [log pθ (X |z)] −
DKL (qφ (z|X )||p(z)), where qφ (z|X ) encodes variational
approximation of the latent surrogate z’s distribution conditioned on input data X while pθ (X |z) approximates the
latent-conditioned data likelihood. DKL stands for KLdivergence. A popular choice for latent prior distribution p(z) is the unimodal standard Gaussian, i.e. p(z) =

N (0, I) because it enables a closed-form solution for computing KL-divergence. However, the unimodality can become a capacity bottleneck especially when data is expected
to contain a large number of clusters due to attribute-based
(e.g. category, action dynamics) similarity among samples.
Therefore, we adopt an extension of VAE known as Gaussian Mixture VAE (GMVAE) [10] wherein the latent prior
is a Mixture of Gaussian. Furthermore, we use a conditioning strategy to incorporate additional action attribute information as part of the inference and generation process.
We dub the resulting model C-GMVAE. In this framework,
the encoder models qφ (y, z|X , a) while the decoder models
pθ (X |y, z, a) where a represents conditioning information
(action class c and viewpoint v). y denotes the weight distribution over Gaussian components of the mixture. The
ELBO in this case can be written as:
L(θ, φ, a; X ) = Eqφ (y,z|X ,a) [log pθ (X |y, z, a)]
−DKL (qφ (y, z|X , a)||p(y, z|a))

(1)

4.2. Encoder Modules
Recall that we represent action sequence X in terms of
global component Xg and local component Xl (Sec. 3.1).
Local Pose Encoder: The local component Xl ∈
RT ×6×(J×P ) is processed in two phases. The first phase
(Spatial Pose Encoder) contains a single 2D residual CNN
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block and learns features for each timestep in Xl . The second phase (Temporal Encoder) applies multiple 2D residual
CNN convolutions to downsample the timesteps T . Finally,
the output from the Temporal Encoder is flattened to produce the spatio-temporal local features fl (see Fig. 2).
Global Trajectory Encoder: The global component Xg ∈
RT ×3×P is downsampled via a series of 1D convolutions
across the timestep dimension. The result is transformed
by a linear layer to obtain a flattened feature representation
fg . Note that the dimension P in Xg arises from global trajectory for first person and (P − 1) relative displacement
sequences for the other (P − 1) people involved in the action.
Sequence Length Encoder: Let ts denote the length of
a particular training sequence. To encode the sequence
length, we first define an indexed sequence t[n] of length
T as follows:
 n
if 0 6 n < ts .
ts −1
t[n] =
1
if ts 6 n < T .
where T is the maximum possible sequence length. Note
that t[n] is a normalized non-decreasing sequence of length
T whose values lie in [0, 1] (see Fig. 2). The Sequence
Length Encoder transforms t[n] to fs via 1-D convolutions.
Encoder Representation: The local pose sequence representation fl , global trajectory sequence representation fg
and sequence length representation fs are then concatenated. During training, this concatenated representation
is conditionally modulated with action class-label c (See
Fig 2). In addition, we also condition on a transformed
version of viewpoint v to enrich the encoded representation. The result is mapped to the parametric representations
of the C-GMVAE’s variational approximation distribution
qφ (y, z|X , a = (c, v)) (Equation 1).

4.3. Latent Representation
We first sample a latent vector z from the mixture of K
Gaussian components (Sec. 4.1). Similar to the conditioning applied on the encoder representation, the latent vector
z is conditioned on class label and transformed viewpoint,
by concatenation (see Fig. 2). The resulting is transformed
by a linear layer and reshaped to obtain zcv . Note that the
training sequence’s viewpoint is used for conditioning only
during training. During generation, the viewpoint is set to a
fixed default value.

4.4. Decoders
Sequence Decoder: Complementary to encoding phase
(Sec. 4.2), the Local Spatial and Temporal Decoders perform spatiotemporal upsampling. Starting from the conditioned latent representation zcv , the local pose components
of generated action sequence with 6-D rotation representations for each joint are obtained. Instead of transpose
convolutions in the local Spatial Decoder (mirroring their

Spatial Encoder counterparts), we use a multi-layer perceptron. Empirically, we found this to generate better quality
sequences.
Forward Kinematics: Similar to [28] this module (shown
as purple shaded box in Fig. 2) computes 3-D positions of
each joint from the local representation output by Temporal Decoder. First, it converts the 6-D rotation representation into 3 × 3 rotation matrix corresponding to every joint,
fl = {[X (1) , X (2) , ..., X (p) ]t } where X (i) ∈ RJ×3×3 .
i.e. X
l
l
l
l
fl , vertices of
The forward kinematic function then takes X
fl (see Fig. 2) and the kinematic tree as input. It
rest pose R
applies transformation Ff kt which outputs 3-D positions of
(1)
(2)
(p)
joints Xee = {[Xe , Xe , . . . Xe ]t }, where pose instance
(i)
Xe ∈ RJ×3 . The transformation
Ff kt is given as:


if root joint.
 [0, 0, 0]
(i)
(i)
ec − R
ep)
e =
Xl (c) · (R
Ff kt (Xl (c) , R)

 +F (X (i) (p) , R)
e
otherwise.
f kt
l
(i)

(i)

where Xl (c) and Xl (p) indicate 3 × 3 rotation matrix of child and parent joints respectively in the kinematic
(i)
e c and R
e p indicate 3D joint
tree of pose instance Xl . R
position of child and parent joints respectively in the kinee Finally, the 3-D joint posimatic tree of rest pose R.
(i)
(i)
tions of pose instance Xe ∈ RJ×3 is given as, Xe =
(i)
e ff kt (X (i) (2) , R),
e ..., ff kt (X (i) (J) , R)].
e
[ff kt (Xl (1) , R),
l
l
This process ensures consistency in the bone lengths
throughout the sequence. Note that Xee represents local pose
structure sequence, i.e. joint positions considering root joint
of pose kinematic tree (torso) to be at the global origin for
each time step. Also, the transformation from 6D space to
3 × 3 rotation matrix space is continuous and the forward
kinematic function is differentiable with respect to 3-D rofl into the overall optation. This enables incorporation of X
timization procedure (Sec. 4.5).
Finally, note that the ‘Inverse Kinematics’ module in the
encoder portion of MUGL performs the opposite of the process described above, i.e. it maps the 3-D joint based local
pose sequence to the 6-D rotation based counterpart.
Global Trajectory Decoder: The conditioned latent sample zcv is gradually upsampled via a series of 1-D CNN
layers to a T timestep sequence. The resulting sequence
is transformed by a linear layer to generate the global trajectory Xeg ∈ RT ×P ×3 of the reference (first) person and
relative displacements of the remaining (P − 1) people involved in the activity (Sec. 4.2).
The local pose sequences Xee are appropriately offset using the information from global trajectory decoder Xeg to
obtain the final generated sequence Xe (see Fig. 2). Since
our procedure uniformly generates sequences for P individuals, we consider only the first person’s sequence for single
person action classes.
Sequence length Decoder: The latent representation zcv
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Model

Class
conditioning

Support for
multi-person actions

Variable sequence
length generation

Input

VAE-LSTM[15]
CS-GCN[37]
SA-GCN[38]
action2motion[13]

7
7
3(10)
3(13)

7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7

3-D joints
3-D joints
2-D joints
Lie Space

MUGL (ours)

3(120)

3

3

6-D[40]

# parameters

Inference
time (sec)

Training
time (hrs)

1468K
7744K
14502K
503K

0.03
0.60
3.31
3.31

45.14
10.74
71.90
40.27

922K

0.02

18.92

Table 1: A comparative summary of models used for evaluation.

# Classes
120

# Viewpoint

Frame rate

3

8.25

Sequence length
Max Min
Avg
256

5

69.72

λrot
10

Hyperparameters
λglobal λlen Batch size
1

2

100

θs
0.97

Table 2: Salient dataset attributes and hyperparameter choices.

is transformed via a linear layer and the resulting output
is processed via 1-D convolutions to obtain a RT ×1 sequence. This sequence is transformed by a non-negative
activation (ReLU). Subsequently, the cumulative sum sequence of the activation transformed sequence is obtained.
This ensures that the resulting sequence is non-decreasing.
The sequence elements are then transformed via a sigmoid
d the decoder analogue of the inactivation to obtain t[n],
dexed sequence (Eqn. 4.2). The location of first element in
d that is greater than or equal to a fixed threshold θs is
t[n]
considered the length of the sequence tbs . More precisely,
tbs = 1 + argmin [t[j] > θs ], 0 6 j < T .
j

4.5. Optimization
Optimizing the overall VAE-based framework requires
a tradeoff between reconstruction loss for training data
and distribution approximation loss for latent space (Equation 1). The Sequence Decoder generates joint rotation representation in 6-D space which is integrated with Forward
Kinematics module to obtain 3-D joint coordinates. During
optimization, the (MSE) loss for 6-D rotation representation space: L6D and 3-D space L3D together comprise the
rec

local motion reconstruction loss Llocal = λrot L6D + L3D
rec

where λrot is a tradeoff hyperparameter. We combine Llocal
rec

with global trajectory (MSE) loss Lglobal , sequence length
rec

(MSE) loss Llen and the KL-divergence loss of GMVAE,
LKL . The effective final loss function is defined as:
rec

rec

uler which decays the learning by 0.5 with step size 10
and train the model for 200 epochs. The value of hyperparameters in the loss function (Equation 2) are empirically
set and the hyper-parameter for KL-divergence λKL is determined by a cyclic annealing schedule [12].
Although the original frame rate of NTU-RGBD is 33.33
fps, such high resolution is not required for training. Therefore, we subsample the sequences by a factor of 4 (See Table 2).
During inference, we sample from the mixture of K =
|C| Gaussian components (i.e. K is same as number of action classes). The latent vector is conditioned on one-hot
representations of desired action class. The resulting vector
is fed in parallel to local and global components of the Sequence Decoder. The local component generates an action
sequence in the form of 6D rotation representation. The
representation is transformed to its 3 × 3 counterpart and
together with the reference rest pose, forward kinematics is
applied to obtain the local pose. This is combined with the
output from Global Trajectory Decoder module to obtain
the initial action sequence. The effective sequence length
obtained from Sequence Length Decoder (Sec. 4.4) is used
to trim the initial action sequence to the final result. We perform class distribution based oversampling for minibatches
to compensate for the relatively small number of action
classes involving leg movement in our dataset. To match
the ground truth data’s frame rate we increase MUGL’s output sequence resolution in the temporal dimension from 64
timesteps to 256 using bicubic interpolation.
We conduct all experiments on a machine with an Intel
Xeon E5-2640 v4 and Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti 11GB
GPUs with Ubuntu 16.04 OS. Our code uses Python-3.7
and PyTorch-0.4 library. See Table 2 for hyperparameter
settings.

rec

L = (Llocal + λglobal Lglobal ) + λlen Llen + λKL LKL (2)
where λrot , λglobal , λlen and λKL are hyperparameters.
Note that the local and global losses are computed only for
the original, non-padded extent of the training sequences.

4.6. Implementation
We train MUGL architecture using Adam optimizer with
initial learning rate 0.015, integrated with a learning sched-

5. Experiments
5.1. Hybrid Pose Sequence Representation
The original NTU dataset [27] contains Kinect-based 3D
skeleton data with temporally incoherent, noisy and uncurated joint data. Naı̈vely using this data for training causes
models to generate poor quality action sequences. Therefore, we use VIBE [22], a state of the art RGB-based 3D
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Figure 3: Comparing conditionally generated single-person action sequences across models. Also, note the variable sequence length of
MUGL’s examples. (ref. Sec. 5.4).

pose estimator to obtain skeleton sequences from video sequences of NTU-RGBD-120 dataset [27]. Unlike Kinect,
VIBE utilizes the complete video to estimate 3D pose with
minimal variance in bone lengths across the sequence. The
obtained pose estimates are much more reliable due to additional context-based filtering. Since VIBE only provides
local pose (See.3.1), we use corresponding samples from
the original NTU-120 Kinect sequence to obtain the global
trajectory of each subject. For multi-person activities, associating the per-person global trajectories to the VIBE-based
pose counterparts is done based on similarity in each subject’s orientation.
We ultimately produce hybrid pose sequences spanning
the 120 action classes and 114,480 samples. We preprocess
sequences (padding, cropping) to ensure a uniform length
of 256 timesteps. For training and evaluation, we follow the
cross-setup protocol defined for NTU-RGBD-120 [27]. In
this protocol, action sequences from half of the total camera
setups are used for training and the sequences captured from
the other half are used for evaluation.

5.2. Baselines
We compare MUGL with four baseline generative
models, namely SA-GCN [38], action2motion [13], CSGCN [37] and VAE-LSTM [15] (see Table 1). We use
available implementations for the baselines except for CSGCN [37], which we implement from scratch and extend
by adding action class conditioning. We perform a similar
implementation-based extension for VAE-LSTM [15].

5.3. Generation Quality Measures
To measure the quality of generated sequences, we use
two variants of Maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [36].
MMD-A: Maximum Mean Discrepancy captures similarity between generated and test set (ground-truth) sample

Ground truth sequences

Preprocessing

Generated sequences

Classiﬁer

res
atu
Fe
uth
d tr
un
Gro
Gen
erat
ed
Feat
ures

FID / DS / MS

Preprocessing

Figure 4: The typical pipeline for computing feature representation based generative quality scores is shown. The sequence at
bottom right shows the effect of preprocessing. For e.g., even
though rotation (about vertical axis) might be a signature of original action, we see that preprocessing can distort and eliminate such
signature components. Quality score (e.g. FID) based on feature
representations of such sequences fail to capture the key action dynamics. We empirically observed that these scores correlate poorly
with visual quality of category-conditioned action generations.

distributions [36, 38, 6]. For our setting (MMD-A), the
base similarity is measured on a per-timestep basis for sequence pairs g, e sampled from generated set G and test
set E. Let gt ∈ RJ×3 and et ∈ RJ×3 represent the tth timestep poses of the sampled pair and having same action class. The base similarity (MMD-A) is computed as
K(gt , gt ) + K(et , et ) − 2K(gt , et ) where K is a similarity
kernel. In particular, we employ the RBF kernel [8].
MMD-S: Unlike MMD-A, MMD-S is computed on the
whole sequence. Let, g, e be sequences chosen from generated set G and test set E, where g, e ∈ RT ×J×3 . We flatten
g, e to get a vector representation of the whole sequence.
MMD-S is computed as K(g, g) + K(e, e) − 2K(g, e).
Issues with feature-based generative quality measures:
In existing works, measures such as Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [16], Diversity score (DS) [13] and Multimodality score (MS) [13] are commonly reported. These
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NTU-VIBE-94 (Single person classes only)
MMD-A ↓

MMD-S ↓

SA-GCN[38]
action2motion[13]
CS-GCN[37]
VAE-LSTM[15]

0.68±0.12
0.57±0.11
1.09±0.17
1.11±0.17

0.43±0.02
0.52±0.03
0.56±0.01
0.54±0.01

MUGL

0.34±0.12

0.17±0.01

Model

Ablation Type

Architectural

Optimization

NTU-VIBE-120
MUGL (Multi person)

0.45±0.15

0.36±0.03

Table 3: Model comparison in terms of generative quality scores
on NTU-VIBE dataset. ↓ indicates that the motions are better
when metric is lower. For fair comparison, all the baselines are
trained on 94 single-person classes. Single person and multiperson variant of MUGL are not directly comparable but exhibit
similar trends.

measures rely on a pre-trained classifier’s feature representation of the input (real or generated). Most skeleton action
classifiers employ a preprocessing step in which root joints
of pose sequence are translated to origin and the sequence
is transformed so that the person shoulder faces x-axis. Doing so eliminates variability arising from camera viewpoint
and enables good classification performance. However, as
Fig. 4 shows, the preprocessing severely distorts the original
action’s dynamics. Removing preprocessing would seem a
possible solution. However, doing so causes a significant
drop in classifier performance (to less than 20%), making
the resulting feature representations unreliable.
Therefore, generative quality scores (FID, MS, DS) obtained from feature representations of such preprocessed action sequences cannot be considered reliable for evaluating
action sequences.

5.4. Results
To compute performance scores for a given model, we
uniformly generate 300 samples per action class. Since
baseline models are confined to single-person generation
and have no provision for multi-person setting, we use a
single-person variant of the dataset with 94 action classes
for training and evaluation of all the models. The quantitative results can be viewed in Table 3. MUGL’s scores are
visibly better than the baselines. Empirically, MMD scores
(Table. 3) correlate well with observed visual quality. The
advantage of our approach can also be appreciated from a
comparison of compute attributes for various models given
in Table 1. We compute the quality measures for two-person
action generation as well (see bottom row of Table 3). Since
the model configurations (one-person and two-person) are
different, the scores are not directly comparable. However,
it can be seen that two-person generation scores are similar
in range to the one-person variant.
Fig. 3 provides a qualitative illustration with generated
samples from some of the action categories. The results,

Pipeline Component

Ablation Details

MMD-A↓

MMD-S↓

Reduce VAE latent dimensions (0.5x)
Increase VAE latent dimensions (2x)
VAE (Sec. 4.1)
Reduce GMM components (K = 60)
Increase GMM components (K = 240)
Vanilla VAE: Unimodal Gaussian (K = 1)
MLP in Spatial Encoder
Transpose 2D conv in Spatial Decoder
Encoder & Decoder (Sec. 4.2,4.4)
No class, viewpoint conditioning in Sequence Encoder
3-D joint representation as input, output
Using one-hot vector/remove viewpoint transformer
Viewpoint conditioning (Sec. 4.3) No viewpoint conditioning
No viewpoint conditioning in latent
Remove variable sequence length encoder-decoder
Variable sequence length
No 3D Loss
Sequence Decoder (Sec. 4.4)
No Rotation Loss
MUGL (multi-person)

0.47
0.48
0.41
0.47
0.45
0.46
0.65
0.48
0.46
0.49
0.45
0.79
1.77
0.74
0.56
0.45

0.47
0.55
0.39
0.39
0.41
0.39
0.64
0.41
0.45
0.41
0.39
0.75
0.79
0.37
0.39
0.36

Table 4: Performance scores for MUGL ablative variants.

including Fig. 1, demonstrate the efficacy of our approach
in generating diverse action-conditioned variable-length action sequences. This is especially apparent for actions involving significant limb movement.
To explore the variability of performance due to design choices (action representation, architectural components and optimization), we computed scores for ablative
variants of MUGL trained on all 120 NTU-120 classes.
From the results in Table 4, we observe the following: (i)
performance is lower with vanilla VAE at sequence level
(MMD-S) (ii) MLP in Spatial Decoder noticeably improves
performance compared to the usual 2D Transpose Convolution (iii) class and viewpoint conditioning matters (iv) performance is lower with raw 3D joint representation (v) generating fixed length sequences (by removing variable sequence length encoder-decoder) negatively affects performance.
Overall, the results demonstrate the suitability of our design choices. The benefit of our decoupled local and global
sequence modelling, the choice of CNNs for computational
efficiency, importance of variable sequence estimation, the
increased latent distribution capacity due to Gaussian Mixture model are all evident.

6. Conclusion
We have introduced MUGL, a novel deep neural model
for variable-length pose-based action generation with locomotion. Our controllable method enables diverse generation of single and multi-person actions at scale. MUGL outperforms strong baselines qualitatively and quantitatively
in terms of generated sequences. Our generated sequences
can be used for rendering, e.g. using skeleton pose as α
and a desired shape profile as β parameter configurations in
SMPL system [28]. Going forward, we intend to explore
MUGL’s performance on other human pose action datasets.
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